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PROVIDING CULTURAL, ECONOMIC, SOCIAL AND REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT: 
 
Nightcliff Seabreeze Festival (NSF) is a major contributor of cultural, economic, social and 
regional development in the Northern Territory. 
 
Well over 40 local cultural groups display their dance, music, visual arts and food at the 
Seabreeze Day over 17 diverse ‘Stages’ and ‘Spaces’.  With artists driving in from 
Maningrida, Wadeye and Finnis River again this year it is evident that local and regional 
artists see this festival as a strong and quality platform to not only showcase their art-forms 
but as an important event on their calendar for annual networking, jamming, up-skilling and 
connecting with one another. 
 
The infrastructure, logistics and production set up for Seabreeze Day (Saturday) is 
enormous. Over 50 local businesses, schools, associations, organisations, designers and 
technicians were involved in supply of equipment and services to produce the 9th 
successful Nightcliff Seabreeze Festival.  The festival has grown from strength to strength 
every year, demonstrating the development and up-skilling of all of those involved.  Many 
have been involved from the very first Festival in 2005 and are therefore strong supporters 
of the NSF as it has been a standout avenue for their own growth and development. 
 
(“The 2013 Seabreeze Festival was well organised and a huge success.  I have since 
been approached by a number of residents who have commented on how wonderful the 
Seabreeze Festival was this year. Congratulations. I thank you for providing me with the 
opportunity to be involved and I look forward to being able to work with you again next 
year”. - Natasha Fyles, Member for Nightcliff) 
 

 
2013 Site Map designed by Ava Dub 
 
FORMING A STRONG SENSE OF COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT: 
 
There is a very strong sense of community identity that has been built on over 9 years. 
The 2013 NSF saw 5 local NT and Federal Members of Parliament, 2 Local Business’s, 1 
NT Government Department & 1 local Charity Organisation contribute $3200 between 
them towards the prize money for the Jetty Artspace and the Sand Sculpture Competition, 
which are both Spaces open to the public to participate in. 
 
In support of these exciting prize donations, local ‘what’s on’ magazine ‘Off The Leash’ 
made a contra deal with the NSF this year where a specific article was written to help to lift 
the profile of both these Spaces and local Territory newspaper ‘The Sun’ also included this 
information in a large lift out article to the public. 
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All categories at the Jetty Art Space are ‘Community Choice Awards’ making sure the 
awards are truly voted for by ‘the people’. 
 

  
Sand Sculpture Competition winners with their Giant Turtle, image by Images NT and Jetty Art Space Open Category winning entry by 
Liam Carroll, image by Bryn Wackett 
 
The iconic Nightcliff Foreshore itself provides the important and locally identifiable 
venue for the NSF.  It is open and accessible to ALL people of all ages, cultures and 
abilities.  By offering a new Space this year, the ‘Public Art Space’, where participants do 
not need to pre-plan their contributions, the possibility for contributing to ‘your own local 
festival’ became easy and available, again, to ALL ages, cultures and abilities.  This was 
evident in the attendance and contributions on the 2 walls at the Public Art Space.  The 
walls were left up during the entire Festival Week with coloured chalk set up at them and 
the public art contributions continued during the week. 
 
The Nightcliff Swimming Pool becomes a vibrant scene for ‘little ones’ in collaboration 
with FREEPS supplied by the City of Darwin. 
 

  
Nightcliff Swimming Pool promotional support for Seabreeze Banners, image by Bryn Wackett and FREEPS activities fill the Nightcliff 
Pool, image from the Back Cover of the NSF official Program 
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(“Nightcliff Seabreeze came from small beginnings, in which I was involved, and has 
grown to a fantastic local festival- we need a local one for us locals!  While the Darwin 
Festival has grown to international proportions, which is also great, our local festival 
provides us with a sense of community at its very best. I would strongly support any move 
to make this a permanent fixture in our year. I'm already looking forward to the next one.” 
Alison Dowell, Visual Artist and Art Teacher at Anula Primary School.) 
 

  
The iconic foreshore cliffs and Dance Stage audience image by Liam Carroll, Festival Partners Page in Program 
 
 
KEEPING A STRONG SENSE OF COMMUNITY OWNERSHIP OF THE FESTIVAL: 
 
It is evident that this is a Festival run by the community for the community, creating 
a strong sense of ownership by the community.  The social media postings on the 
Nightcliff Seabreeze Festival Facebook Profile & Page attest to this.  That participants, 
volunteers and audience alike all speak of seeing their friends and family on the Foreshore 
and at festival events during the week demonstrates a strong community involvement from 
all angles. 
 
 

 
2013 Promotional Poster - Image designed by young local artist - 13 year old Lilliarna Bennett 
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(As a Nightcliff resident of 4 years and a participating musician in the 2013 Nightcliff 
Seabreeze Festival, myself and family thoroughly support the splendid activities of the 
NSF and its week long activities.  What a pleasure to bump into friends, colleagues and 
acquaintances, on a celebratory day of arts, with everyone who enjoys the Nightcliff vibe 
for the week of the Festival.  I Always have a hand up to assist in any capacity that I am 
available for, and it was pleasure to be able to perform with Wade Finnagin Band this year, 
as part of the Festival Sunday at the Nightcliff Markets.” Justin Quintner, Nightcliff 
Resident, Musician and Teacher) 
 

  

  
Community Village Program and information sharing stalls, (Lakeside Drive Community Garden, City of Darwin, INPEX Ischthy’s 
Project, Multicultural Council of the Northern Territory, Cool Mob, Natasha Fyles Member for Nightcliff, Marine Preservations Society), 
images by Bryn Wackett 
 
The NAMCI committee is a team of 7 dedicated volunteers who are all local residents 
of Nightcliff and Darwin Greater Region therefore spanning 7 community groups and 
businesses.  This year 3 local NT residents, also committed to strong community events, 
were employed in the lead up to the Festival Week and put in the same amount of inkind 
hours as paid.  The 30 - 40 volunteers on Seabreeze Day (Saturday) joining the 
management team scooting up and down the foreshore are a major part of the the day 
running smoothly.  Due to the nature and length of the Foreshore this is a ‘run off your feet’ 
type of role but those who volunteer for this have done so for a few years running and tend 
to know what they are ‘in for’. 
 
(“This was my first year volunteering.  Usually I come down to check out our awesome 
local talent. Working alongside Seabreeze Treasurer, Bibi Wong, this year collecting 
takings from the 3 Bars proved a hilarious workout like I’ve never known... and I’ve been 
attending the local Gym for 5 years now! Love my volunteer T-shirt.  Love the vibe from 
the hard working, sweaty management team. Maybe shorter shifts for vollies would work? 
Maybe that means more vollies? Maybe it means more paid positions?” Eve Rivalland, 
Jingli Resident & NT Govt, Dept of Immigration) 
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(“I had a blast being volunteer at the music stage bar! Great location! I did it last year too. 
Great for us mob in the Nightcliff area as well as the rest of Darwin! I certainly would like to 
see it keep growing from strength to strength! Thank you Seabreeze!” Katherine Carver, 
Nightcliff Resident.) 
 
Local businesses contribute enormously to the infrastructure, equipment and 
production logistics of the Festival.  Most businesses provide discounts to the NSF or 
inkind/contra deals where promotion of their business on the day is their return. The value 
of these contributions runs into the hundreds of thousands of dollars.  Their dedication to 
supporting the Festival, however they are able to, demonstrates the worth that this festival 
holds within the community which inevitably becomes supported and owned by its 
community. 
 
 
NURTURING THE DEVELOPMENT OF NT ARTISTIC AND CULTURAL PRACTICE: 
 
NAMCI commits itself towards providing respectable fee’s to artists, performers, MC’s, 
production crew and arts workers.  This is an ongoing commitment which sees select 
committee members putting many determined hours in to finding corporate sponsorship 
contributors.  2013 saw continued financial support from past contributors such as City of 
Darwin, Nightcliff Sports Club, Blumax NT and the APA Group but also brought about 2 
new financial sponsorships with Charles Darwin University and Inpex - Ischthys Project.  
These financial sponsorships are being forged to make sure that Northern Territory artistic 
and cultural practice is able to be given the due respect it deserves and requires for its 
ongoing development. 
 
The inkind support by Country Solar NT to fully solar power the Community Village and the 
financial sponsorship from Inpex - Ischthys Project made it possible to pay the African 
Brothers All Star Drummers and Robbie Mills Collective their required fee as well as 
contribute to the Stage Management and MCing of the day in this Space. 
 
 

  
Community Village Solar Powered by Country Solar NT & African All Star Drummers & Dancers preparing to perform 
(left), image by Bryn Wackett and inside the iBallDome after 9pm with DJ Syren (right), image by Vicki Kerrigan 
 
 
‘Stages’ and ‘Spaces’ on the Seabreeze Day have been expanding in size and in timeslot 
over the 9 years in order to give artists and cultural practitioners the necessary 
showcasing and sharing opportunities they require: 
 
• The Dance Stage has extended from its original 2-3 hour slot to 6 hours. (Over 30 

groups performed here this year). 
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• Local Larrakia choreographer Gary Lang was able to be invited to showcase his work 

and be paid the required fee for his dancers in both 2012 and 2013 on the Dance Stage. 
 
• The Community Village has had a Stage and PA system incorporated into it to provide 

showcasing and sharing opportunities for the community group stalls who have 
information to share alongside some special guest performers African Brothers All Star 
Drummers, Liberian Cultural Dance Group, local Larrakia musicians Robbie Mills 
Collective and Jamealah Belly Dancers. 

 
• With an array of Stages dedicated to Music, eg. Folk, Blues, Happy Yess for Youth, 

Music Stage for local school bands, upcoming ensembles and professional musicians & 
bands following one another, the opportunity to employ local musicians is strong.  For 
example Robbie Mills Collective was able to perform at the Blues stage in 2012 and then 
at the Community Village in 2013 thus providing a feeling of stability from year to year for 
artists. 

 
• The Spoken Word Stage was a new Stage for 2013, providing a paid opportunity for 

local writers to share their work.  5 local artists rotated their work over a 3 hour stage slot 
set up between the First Sunday Blues Stage and the Community Village. 

 
• The Grand Finale Gig (GFG) featured 5 Bands this year.  All of whom had not 

necessarily made it into our headlining musical acts on the Seabreeze Day due to 
timeslots but all of whom were able to feature at the Grand Finale Gig as respectably 
paid artists.  The GFG was also utilised as a fundraiser for NSF towards the 2013 budget 
needs. 

 
• Nightcliff Markets and First Sunday Blues, both support the Seabreeze Festival by 

providing venues for the music to stretch over the weekend.  Nightcliff Markets featured 
The Wade Finnegan Band on Sunday 5th at 10am and First Sunday Blues, traditionally 
held at the PINT Club, Marrara, featured The Blue Swamp Company at 2pm on the 
Sunday afternoon.  These 2 community partnerships made it possible to feature 2 more 
exceptionally talented bands who were not featured on the Seabreeze Day. 

 

   
Wade Finnegan Band at Nightcliff Markets and Blue Swamp Company at the First Sunday Blues on Sunday 5th May, images by Bryn 
Wackett 
 
By providing key stage areas where both novice/amateur artists perform alongside 
professional artists creates an important up-skilling/exchange/professional development 
opportunity like no other festival in Darwin offers. 
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Working alongside and incorporating the knowledge of organisations such as 
Ausdance NT, Corrugated Iron Youth Arts, Happy Yess and First Sunday Blues has 
allowed the Festival to keep at the forefront of where local talent is at.  Continuing to build 
strong relationships with such community organisations/associations is imperative to the 
growth and strength of the Seabreeze Festival. 
 
The NSF inspires artists and performers to create work especially for the Seabreeze 
Day.  Mermaids, ocean and shell themes shine through strongly at the Jetty Artspace each 
year, Gary Lang was inspired in 2012 & 2013 to adapt his latest choreography at the time 
to suit the balmy, salty air of the foreshore, Jamealah Belly Dancers adapted their routines 
to travel along the foreshore pathways from the Jetty to the Community Village this year 
and the Rebel Clef Orchestra arranged their pieces to last the parading stretch from the 
Dance Stage to the Swimming Pool. 
 
 
ENCOURAGING HISTORY, LANGUAGE AND CULTURAL DIVERSITY: 
History, language and cultural diversity are mainstays within the NSF: 
 
The Witladla Larrakia Space holds local traditional language, history and cultural 
exchange as the primary focus.  Run by the Mills family, Festival goers are encouraged to 
participate in fabric art and converse with Traditional Elders of the Larrakia people. 
 

   
Witladla Larrakia Space, image by Bryn Wackett & Kailani Dancers on the Dance Stage, image by Images NT 
 
The Dance Stage, traditionally held on the historical site of the old ‘Seabreeze Hotel’, 
celebrates all forms and genres of dance.  Every year the Dance Stage showcases over 
30 culturally diverse dance groups, including diverse African groups from Liberia, Sudan 
and the Congo, Bhutanese/Nepalese, Indian, Island groups from the Pacific including 
Tahitian, Kiribas & PNG, Sri Lankan, Irish, Balinese, Javanese, Chinese alongside local 
indigenous contemporary group Gary Lang NT Dance Company. 
 
Local multicultural food and craft stall holders are able to utilise the event to both their 
own benefit and that of the Festival attendees.  With the growing number of audience and 
participants attending the Festival it is inevitable that the food stalls have also needed to 
grow in number as well. 
 
This year NT Parks & Wildlife utilised the Sand Sculpture Competition Space to promote 
their ‘Crocwise’ initiative and to share local NT environmental history and information with 
Festival goers. 
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The Afterparty further celebrated the diversity within our community by featuring long time 
Territory resident, Torres Strait Island musician Reggae Dave, alongside the vibrant 
dancers from our local Drag Performing community and Jamaican DJ Easy E. 
 
The 8 Music Stages & Spaces feature some of the Territory’s finest and oldest living 
performers.  Musicians on the First Sunday Blues Stage, CDU Music Stage and Top End 
Folk Club Stage have been in the business for over 50 years, providing opportunities for 
audiences and emerging artists to soak up their knowledge, talent and experience. 
 

   
Dance Stage on the historic Seabreeze Hotel site (left), First Sunday Blues Stage and iconic musician Bernie Bremond supports 
youngsters at the jam session (centre), images by Liam Carroll and Chinese Dancers exploring the NT Parks & Wildlife stall set up to 
share our local environmental history on the area (right), image by Bryn Wackett 
 
 
 
PROMOTING MULTI-ARTS AND CULTURAL SHOWCASES REFLECTING LOCAL 
COMMUNITY & NORTHERN TERRITORY IDENTITY: 
 
Every May Day Long Weekend since 2005 Nightcliff Seabreeze Festival has successfully 
integrated and showcased an impressively wide range of community arts and cultures.  
2013 was no exception, only growing and extending the diversity further, including: 
 
• Folk, Blues, Contemporary, Traditional and Youth music over 8 stages 
• Visual arts exhibitions, visual arts & sculpturing competitions over 3 spaces 
• Dance over 2 stages and along foreshore pathway 
• Roving/parading dancers, youth circus performers & orchestra 
• Culturally diverse food & craft stalls along the foreshore 
• Jamming opportunities for musicians over 2 stage areas (Acoustic & FSB) 
 
All participating groups at these sites are local, living and residing in the Territory, 
influenced by their homeland, environment and community and therefore reflect the 
brilliant diversity and uniqueness that the Northern Territory has to offer.  The artists and 
what is displayed and shared here at this festival need to be celebrated and nurtured. 
 
ENCOURAGING & FACILITATING APPROPRIATE COMMUNITY ARTS & CULTURAL 
PROJECTS: 
 
The Festival is attended by thousands of audience throughout the day and the following 
week.  It is utilised by schools, both on the CDU Music Stage and at the Dance Stage, to 
give students appropriate performance experience.  It attracts people from all walks of life.  
It is promoted and designed to attract all ages, cultures, families, interests and it does so 
to a high and very celebrated degree. 
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It is supported by the community and is featured in the local media not only in the lead up 
but in the weeks after the festival.  What it leaves behind is a community buzz and winners 
of its arts competitions are celebrated in the newspapers in the following weeks. 
 
Artists who have performed at the Seabreeze Festival in early May have had the chance to 
be seen by the wider community and this commonly leads to further gigs and to 
collaborations with other participating artists as the year proceeds.  The ideas come from 
the community and are displayed to the community by the community.  They are highly 
appropriate and inclusive to all levels of ability. 
 

   
Jetty Art Space Entries by Anula Primary School, image by Bryn Wackett and Community Village performances by Corrugated Iron 
Youth Arts, image by Liam Carroll, NT News Media promotions stirred through competition winnings. 
 
ENCOURAGING & FACILITATING PARTICIPATION & PRESENTATION OF NT 
INDIGENOUS ARTS: 
 
Larrakia Nation’s ‘Art in the Long Grass’ proudly exhibited a large range of exquisite 
artworks by their participants and members.  This exhibit held its official opening the night 
before the Seabreeze Festival and utilised our publicity and promotions in a great 
partnership this year.  The works were of highest calibre and on sale throughout the 
Festival weekend. 
 
The Witladla Larrakia Space holds local traditional language, history and cultural 
exchange as the primary focus.  Run by the Mills family, Festival goers are encouraged to 
participate in fabric art and converse with Traditional Elders of the Larrakia people. 
 

      
Larrakia Nation Arts - ‘Art in the Long Grass’ Exhibition and June Mills in her Witladla Larrakia Space, images by Bryn Wackett 
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One Mob Different Country again performed their stories, songs and dance, this year at 
the Community Village as due to internal issues with the men and family they were unable 
to make it up to their allotted timeslot on the Dance Stage.  The partnership we have 
between Berrimah Correctional Facility and One Mob Different Country co-ordinators is 
strong and clear and we are always able to be flexible to their needs.  A last minute 
variation needed to happen in 2010 and again in 2013 and it demonstrates the strong 
ability the NSF has for facilitating the needs of all participating artists and community 
groups.  The Dance Stage featured Gary Lang NT Dance Company who’s works are 
choreographed on indigenous and non-indigenous NT Dancers.  Gary’s philosophy is that 
he prefers not to segregate indigenous from non-indigenous dancers.  His stories are his 
own, told from a Larrakia mans perspective and the Seabreeze Festival is special to him 
as it is on Larrakia land. 
 

    
One Mob Different Country after their Community Village performance, image by Images NT and Gary Lang NT Dance Company on 
Dance Stage, image by Vicki Kerrigan 
 
The First Sunday Blues Stage featured a number of blues bands alongside hosting its’ 
well organised jam session for musicians to participate in.  Bernie Bremonds Troppo 
Lounge is a Trio including Torres Strait Island musician, Reggae Dave.  The Community 
Village featured Robbie Mills and his Collective alongside the African Brothers All Star 
Drummers.  The CDU Music Stage featured Dave Spry and the Moral High Ground and 
we were able to strike a deal with our new Media Sponsor this year, Mix 104.9 to use one 
of Dave Spry’s songs as our backing track for the 3 scripted radio commercials we had 
playing on air in the lead up to this years festival.  It was a wonderful way to support Dave 
and get his music heard by both the radio station and the wider community at the same 
time. 
 

    
Robbie Mills Collective at Community Village and Dave Spry & the Moral High Ground on the CDU Music Stage, images by Images NT 
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The Afterparty, traditionally held at the Nightcliff Sports Club each year, featured Torres 
Strait Island musician, Reggae Dave and his band The Iries.  All of these listed artists and 
their dancers/fellow musicians were paid professional performance fee’s. 
 
DESCRIPTION OF THE FESTIVAL INCLUDING VARIATIONS TO OUR PROGRAM: 
 
Nightcliff Seabreeze Festival attracted over 15,000 people throughout the Seabreeze 
Day (Saturday).  New, official 15 Page Programs for the Seabreeze Day were inkindly 
printed by Uniprint as part of the newly established CDU sponsorship and covered 
information and a map on the 17 Stages & Spaces, Food & Bar outlets, First Aid, 
Information, Toilets & Tour Tub Stops set up along the Foreshore. 
 
Our first ever official ‘Festival Launch’ was held on the Tuesday before the Festival at 
the Groove Cafe, Nightcliff.  Catering and champagne was supplied inkind by the Groove 
Cafe and Rambutan Jam Band were employed as entertainment and a sneak peek at one 
of the new and exciting bands to be headlining the Music Stage. 
 

    
Festival Launch: Rambutan Jam Band, NAMCI Committee, ABAF & Arts NT Supporters - images by Bryn Wackett 
 
We pulled the Dance Stage hours back from 9pm to 8.15pm to allow folk to have time to 
make their way down to the Music Stage in time to catch the last of the headline acts. 
 
Larrakia Nation’s ‘Art in the Long Grass’ came on board during the lead up this year and 
utilised the NSF weekend to exhibit their works, setting up on the Friday, promoting their 
Friday night Exhibition Opening through our networks and Seabreeze articles and having 
works on sale throughout the Saturday and Sunday on site next to the Music Stage. 
 
The Public Art Space was a new endeavour that proved highly successful and will most 
definately become an annual Space for NSF.  Nortruss kindly donated all of the wood 
panelling from old and damaged wears which makes this Space very possible to continue 
and even extend into the future. 
 

    
Local Artist Markus Dixon instructing Spray Can use (left) and Pen & Spray Wall layers of contributions, images by Bryn Wackett 
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Larrakia Nation Art’s ‘A House of Thongs’ Exhibit, image by Bryn Wackett and Public Art Space Chalk Wall for all ages, image by 
Markus Dixon 
 
The Spoken Word Stage was a new Stage for 2013, and was only planned for during the 
lead up, due to local writers expressing their interest in participating in the Festival.  With 
careful budgeting and significant PA hire discounts we were able provide a paid 
opportunity for local writers to share their work.  5 local artists rotated their work over a 3 
hour stage slot set up between the First Sunday Blues Stage and the Community Village. 
 
The Parade - or what we would like it to be, ‘The Grande Parade’ has whittled away over 
the years.  This year, Jamealah Belly Dancers and the Rebel Clef Orchestra kept the 
tradition going, starting from the Dance Stage and making their way to the Community 
Village. 
 
People still speak of the original Parade’s from the early days and there have been many 
requests that we do one each year.  Coordinating a parade is extremely intricate, with 
groups from vastly differing community areas participating.  Preparations need to be very 
specific and organised.  Schools also like to be able to contribute to the Parade and quite 
often their best intentions end up having to be put on hold due to their own changes within 
their departments expectations, loss of art teachers, priorities in curriculum varying from 
term to term.  We experienced this issue again this year with some of the schools wanting 
to contribute to the visual arts installations along the foreshore. 
 
We would love to be able to provide the support needed within their program to contribute 
their ideas but we would need an increase in our own resources before we could provide 
such support.  Floats, puppets, sculptures and traveling performances take a lot of 
preparation.  Aligning these on the day with sensible scheduling is imperative.  We simply 
haven’t had enough ‘hands on’ humans over the recent years to keep up with the growth of 
the Festival.  The growth of this Festival means that the Parade grows too. 
We plan to bring back the ‘Grande Parade’ for our 10th year and have applied for some 
extra funding to get it off the ground throught the Department of Multicultural Affairs. 
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Public Art Space with guest artists inspiring crowds to ‘have a go’, image by Bryn Wackett and Rebel Clef Orchestra keep the Parade 
alive, image by Liam Carroll 
 
SUCCESSES: 
 
The successes are wide and varied and are evident in the shear numbers of audience 
each year.  This Festival has had a history of going from strength to strength and for 
getting larger and more diverse each year.  That we can provide professional artists with 
platforms to showcase their talents with respectable pay and that emerging and 
community groups feel inspired and enthusiastic to contribute their own talents alongside 
these professionals demonstrates the quality of communication and inclusiveness that this 
Festival is able to provide for Territory artists, Territory audiences and visiting audiences. 
 
(“It is such a great festival, good variety, keep it up.” - Robbie Mills and the Collective) 
 
(“It is great to see the Seabreeze Festival continuing to grow and become even more 
inclusive of a diverse and varied collection of community groups and local individuals, 
forging strong connections and bringing the community together in a truly unique festival. 
Way to go NAMCI, awesome job!” - Melodie Murphy) 
 
CHALLENGES: 
 
During the lead up process we discovered that our Dance Stage partner organisation 
of 9 years, Ausdance NT, did not have a Director or Project Officer employed and that the 
volunteer Board Members infact had decided to take on the challenge of programming the 
Dance Stage themselves when they had a spare moment.  This added extra work to our 
planning as deadlines were not able to be met and Seabreeze Festival management had 
to step in to get the Dance Stage program finalised.  We are very aware that unless 
Ausdance NT has a Director or Project Officer in 2014 that we will need to initiate a similar 
‘community partnership’ with another appropriate dance organisation or find the necessary 
funding to do the programming ourselves.  The Dance Stage is a highlight of the Festival, 
the crowds that stay around that area are enormous and although we added an extra food 
stall here this year we will most definitely need to set up another couple in 2014 and we 
will probably extend the Stage hours back to 9pm again as its popularity is very evident. 
 
(“Volunteering down at the Jetty Art Space this year was the first year I didn’t see the 
whole festival but I've heard nothing but great things.  One thing I noticed though was that 
even after dark there was still heaps of people at the Dance Stage, I had no idea this end 
of the foreshore stayed so vibrant and populated into the evening as well.  I'm looking 
forward to seeing it grow again next year.” - Traci Myles, Secretary for Nightcliff 
Community Bank Board of Directors) 
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Dance Stage afternoon audience and Bhutanese Dancer, Santi Gajmer, image by Bryn Wackett, Dance Stage Program 2013 
 
The Festival has vastly outgrown its funding and although we were able to pin some 
extra corporate funding for 2013 it is very new and further work needs to be done to 
solidify this and to find further sponsorships.  Darwin is a fast growing city.  To move 
forward and keep up with its  expansion and the needs of its ever increasing population 
and community groups, financial support to reach and sustain the quality of this Festivals 
infrastructure and its participating artists work is essential. 
 
(“For this Festival to keep nurturing the rich and diverse talents that our Territory 
community has to offer, it desperately needs to be funded, supported and resourced 
appropriately.  The amount of inkind hours put into this festival by the community is 
incredibly impressive.  I have contributed to this festival since 2008 as a volunteer, 
performer (both unpaid and paid), within a partner organisation and most recently as a 
contracted employee.  It is very clear to me that such inkind contributions will only be 
inspired to increase with an injection of resources!” - Bryn Wackett, dancer, Gary Lang 
NT Dance Company and 2013 Seabreeze Festival Manager.) 
 
The volunteer committee need to be able to employ a management team a lot earlier in 
the lead up to the Festival Week, employ appropriate people to engage in much more 
indepth corporate sponsorships, and they need to be able to contract a local professional 
to update and maintain its website in order to keep in touch with our dedicated community.  
Engagement of local professionals is imperative as the NSF is very uniquely local. To be in 
touch with ‘what’s going on’ and ‘who is doing what’ in the Territory our employees really 
need to be in touch with our community and its greater regions.  We are very aware of this 
need and are committed to prioritising this whilst searching out partners, sponsors and 
financial support for the NSF. 
 
(“I thought you might like to know you had so many visitors to the festival day, festival 
week and map pages on your site this weekend they crashed our server...3 times! I 
bumped the bandwidth 6 gig each time thinking “that should be loads!” but it wasn't until 
finally bumping it another 24G that I seem to be ahead of it. This is the first time in 10 
years Ive had a site run so hot! Its a bit of a testament to your (and the committee's) hard 
work. 24G of info and images retrieved from your site by visitors in 48 hours... that takes 
some serious promotion and interest. It looks like around 4000 unique visitors. I will send 
through your website stats with a bit more defined info later, I was just so fascinated by the 
onslaught and got up early to make sure it wasn't maxed out again! 
If the actual events reflected the amount of online interest, you are all going to need a big 
long rest after this.” - Melodie Murphy, Kiss My Web) 
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Ultimately some of the Spaces need to be able to run with a larger budget.  The Festival 
has grown, the quality of infrastructure has improved but not ALL the Spaces have been 
able to keep up with this fast growth.  2014 will be the 10th year of the Nightcliff Seabreeze 
Festival and the following Stages and Spaces will need a helping hand to be lifted: 
 
• The Dance Stage will need a better quality dance floor - the one hired this year was the 

same one hired in 2012 and 2011 and although the quality was alright in 2011 it has had 
3 years of being hired out all over Darwin, sections of it were pulling up and there were 
dangerous splits in the panelling that had to be taped and hammered down with quick 
fixes during the Festival this year.  We do not have access to experienced stage 
technicians with this particular budget but we will be aiming for this for the future. 

 
• Top End Folk Stage will need a budget injection to allow it to step up to the next level 

for its talented musicians.  The Top End Folk Club bring along their own PA for the day 
but with a sound engineer and larger stage set up we will have the ability to house more 
musicians and bring in a Guest Band or Performer of their choice also. 

 
• The Visual Arts installations along the foreshore need to be enhanced for 2014.  It 

used to be a strong focus a few years ago at Seabreeze Festival but with the Festival 
size growing and the sheer number of stages and the 800 performers now the 
management team are flat out facilitating preparations for each of the performing groups 
and stages.  We need a co-ordinator to get the Visual Installations happening again.  
They were a special part of embracing the foreshore. 

 
• The Jetty Art Space was given a big profile lift this year with generous donations of 

prize money for the entrants but the Space itself is still run by volunteers and it needs the 
lift of a more professional arts based organisation or person.  A budget for this space will 
allow us to engage someone from the Visual Arts Sector.  Curation and visually attractive 
exhibiting is important in this space.  The artworks entered are of a very high standard 
alongside entries from schools.  The temporary fencing we have used in the past needs 
a helping hand, creatively, to do justice to all the artworks and if our enthusiastic 
volunteers can get a chance to work alongside a professional then this becomes yet 
another up-skilling opportunity for the community. 

 

  
Jetty Art Space entries by Timothy Growcott (left) and Molly Bliss (right), images by Bryn Wackett 
 
• The Sand Sculpture Competition also had an injection of prize money donated for the 

entrants but the space itself needs to be given a budget to contribute to setting the space 
up for a more user friendly environment under the hot sun and to highlight it. 
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(“The love the NSF, it gets me doing things I wouldn’t usually do.  I drive up from 
Batchelor.  I am an artist and sculptor by profession but I am not a ‘Sand Sculptor’.  I love 
getting out there and creating alongside the people on the beach but if you could get an 
actual Sand Sculptor, you would be amazed at what they can do and what they can inspire 
in others.  I know they can be very expensive but they specialise in what they do.  The 
beach and the sand are and should be a major highlight along the foreshore on Seabreeze 
Day.  If you could get a Sand Sculptor to the foreshore what they could make would be a 
drawcard to the day, and perhaps the entire week.” - Martin Selwood, Sculptor.) 
 

   
Sand Sculpture entries, Mudskipper (left), image by Martin Selwood and Lady Bug (right), image by Bryn Wackett 
 
COMMENTS ON APPROPRIATE PROCESSES IN PLACE FOR INDIGENOUS 
ARTISTS, CULTURAL CONTENT AND COMMUNITIES: 
 
In its 9th year, the NSF has all its procedures and protocols clearly in place and works very 
closely with all indigenous artists and communities presenting cultural content during the 
Festival program.  Committee Members and the management team work one on one with 
all leaders from each of the artist groups and have a very strong bond with them which has 
been built on over 9 years.  Alongside the Festival searching out artists and performances 
to be presented to our community, artists come to us with their ideas and expressions of 
interest these days.  We listen to our community and put in place the requested avenues 
for these expressions to take place within a special and unique program. 
 
COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND COLLABORATIONS: 
 
They include old and newly formed partnerships.  New ones are with Mix 104.9 Radio and 
Top End Aboriginal Bush Broadcasting Association (TEABBA), Charles Darwin University 
(CDU) and INPEX, Ischthy’s Project which were all brand new this year and Palmerston 
Rural Business Association which was new for us in 2012. 
 
Please see our attached Budget - All community partnerships and support (financial, 
contra & inkind) are listed.  Please note that some are in the inkind column down the right 
side of the budget and then the rest are listed in their own list at the very bottom of the 
budget separately. 


